Oracle on Azure
What is Oracle on Azure?
Oracle on Azure from Servent is our
framework to help you migrate any
Oracle workload to Azure. With this
offering we simplify the deployment
and migration process and enable
your journey to use Oracle on Azure
in a certified, secure, automated
manner.

The Journey to a Modern Enterprise is our proven approach to moving
customers to Azure. Oracle on Azure is an offering which is part of this
approach, built from many years’ experience of moving customers to the
cloud.
In recent years Oracle and Microsoft have forged a strategic partnership
making available a vast Oracle ecosystem available for use in Azure. Oracle
on Azure from Servent provides you with a flexible framework for migrating
any Oracle workload to azure to take advantage of this ecosystem ensuring
your adoption experience is simplified, optimal and secure.

Benefits of Oracle on Azure?
With Oracle on Azure we will help
you
leverage
your
existing
investments in Oracle and Microsoft
and benefit from the partnership they
have forged. We can help you deploy
your Oracle solutions to Azure
without compromising performance
or reliability.
Why Servent?
We have the skills and experience to
help you deploy or migrate your
Oracle infrastructure to Azure. Our
cloud migration methodologies are
built on both Oracle and Microsoft
best practices and industry standards.
We ensure that you are continually
consuming and using Azure securely
and in an efficient, cost conscious
manner.

With Oracle on Azure we adopt a three-phase approach for migrating to
Oracle to Azure, as shown below.

Modern Enterprise Acceleration
Azure Infrastructure for Oracle

Build & Pilot

Azure helps organisations reduce the complexity of
managing Oracle whilst introducing innovation and
cost savings. Oracle customers today are typically
looking for the right path forward to assess and
adopt the latest Oracle solutions while considering
their cloud strategy in parallel.

Servent will supply you with:

Oracle and Microsoft have tested and certified
Azure infrastructure against the same standards as
those used for on-premises Oracle infrastructure.
Azure offers a low cost and highly scalable
deployment option for Oracle workloads. Just
some of the Oracle Apps you can move today are
as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

E-Business Suite
JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
PeopleSoft
Oracle Retail Applications
Oracle Hyperion Financial Management

Discovery & Assessment
Servent will undertake an in-depth discovery and
assessment of your existing Oracle landscapes
providing you with a detailed report covering:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Migration feasibility
Unified Identity & Access Management
options
Networking options and considerations
Compute sizing recommendations
Database sizing recommendations
Storage sizing and options
BCDR options and considerations
License mobility assessment

•
•
•
•

Configured Azure Tenant (if required)
Configured Hybrid Identity Platform (if required)
Detailed solution architecture for target workload based
on findings from the Discovery & Assessment phase
Landing Zone for target workload

Migrate & Optimise
Servent will assist you with:
•
•
•
•
•

Workload migration
End User acceptance
Integration Testing
Monitoring & Alerting
Platform optimisation and improvement

Automation
We help you make the most of Azure & Oracle by introducing
tools and processes that promote smarter working, such as
configuration management, DevOps and automation,
capabilities available with the Azure platform.

Training & Knowledge Transfer
The benefits of consuming cloud services will only be realised
if the those supporting the platform are sufficiently skilled. We
will work with you every step of the way to ensure that you
have the right blend of knowledge and skills to support your
Oracle on Azure investment.
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